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Sextant Bond Picking is an international bond sub portfolio that invests in all segments of the market and in all rating 
categories sub portfolio managers try to select paper with a favourable risk/reward profile but without reproducing an index 
On an ancillary basis the sub portfolio may also invest in equities most notably during arbitrage deals
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MONTHLY PERFORMANCE

Fixed Income Part Total assets

Gross Yield % %

Yield after cost of forex hedging % %
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CREDIT RATING �FIXED INCOME PART�
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Hypothetical call of the AM % % % % % % % %

Maximum Maturity % % % % % % % %

DISTRIBUTION BY MATURITY �INVESTED ASSETS�

Issue Currency Sector Country Weight %

Solocal EURM floor %�% � EUR Interactive services France %

Thyssenkrupp % � EUR Metals & Mining Germany %

Cibus EURm+% // EUR Real Estate Sweden %

Mobilux Finance-%�// EUR Household Durables France %

VALLOUREC SA� EUR��� EUR Energy France %

MAIN HOLDINGS �EXCLUDING CASH�

Amiral Gestion at //

• Legal form UCITS sub portfolio of a French SICAV

• Share category Unit N

• ISIN code FR

• AMF classification Bonds and other international debt securities 
UCITS

• Benchmark a posteriori Euro CMT cash Y capitalized

• Management objective Euro CMT cash Y capitalized �bps

• Share NAV period Daily based on prices at market close

• Inception Date Fund// Unit//

• Recommended investment horizon Over  years

• Centralisation - Settlement / Delivery D � at  AM / D + 

• Transfer agent CACEIS Bank

• Custodian CACEIS Bank

• Subscription fees % including tax maximum

• Redemption Fees % including tax maximum

• Fixed management fee % including tax maximum

• Performance fee % including tax of the mutual fund’s 
outperformance vs the benchmark plus bps

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

The portfolio ratios are calculated based on the securities redemption date assumptions determined by the managers at maturity on a redemption date at the initiative of the
issuer (call) on the bearer's next put option ( put) on the occasion of a possible takeover offer by the issuer (tender) The assumptions used do not therefore always
correspond to the lowest return These assumptions will be selected according to the coupon market interest rates liquidity or the refinancing conditions and policy of the
issuer or even prudential treatment or by the rating agencies of the line Yield situations made aberrant by in particular the proximity of maturity are corrected Erroneous
assumptions may result in yields lines of credit sensitivities or residual durations being proven to be inaccurate The return after the cost of hedging the exchange risk is
approximated by using the differential of the -month money market rate or the interest rate swap closest to the estimated residual term between the euro and the currency
The calculation does not include the costs associated with the effective implementation of a hedge and does not mean that the entire currency risk has been hedged

GLOSSARY
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The first quarter of  was shaped by two distinct phases The year began with a strong rally in equities �Eurostoxx � �% from end- to early March) and in bonds 
Bloomberg High Yield Euro �% from end- to mid-February) However this was followed by a renewed upsurge in volatility in bond markets from February as central 
banks maintained their hawkish tone in the face of persistently-high inflation This was followed by concerns about the solvency of US regional banks and Credit Suisse which 
sent shock waves through markets and caused the Eurostoxx  to tumble % between  and  March  
However risk assets rebounded and the Eurostoxx  was soon back to the highs of early March but recent weeks have at least seen a return of the negative corelation 
between credit spreads and interest rates The Itraxx Crossover the insurance index for credit risk thus fell from bps at end- to bps in February having exceeded 
bps in mid-March before falling below bps at the end of Q Over the same time period the US two-year rate slipped from % in January to % having touched % 
in early March 
Against this backdrop of increased volatility the Sextant Bond Picking fund underperformed during the first weeks of the quarter due to a more conservative positioning in 
duration and credit risk but fared much better in the latter part of Q The fund also benefited from strong performances by several of its positions �Aryzta Mobilux / But 
Renault Dufry Banijay Iliad and Faurecia) thanks to good results These positive trends offset a severe tumble by the Casino perpetual With the market now viewing the issuer 
as likely to default the weighting is just % and we no longer include its yield in the portfolio yield 
Cash holdings and short-term investments have decreased from a little over % of assets at end- to around % at end-March in order to take advantage of wider credit 
spreads in the second half of Q We also increased diversification of the fund with new positions in bonds that in our view offer satisfactory returns again relative to the credit 
risk  
We added three new positions in Q� (i) the Delivery Hero %  convertible following the issue of a new  convertible (ii) the Coty %  convertible following 
very good results that reflect an ongoing improvement in the issuer’s credit profile and (iii) the Ford Motor Credit %  
Divestments included the Unibail Call  perpetual in response to management’s change of tone with respect to the July  call and we halved our position in Bank Nova 
Scotia which was the only financial-sector perpetual in the portfolio In spite of a very solid balance sheet banking perpetuals have become less attractive in the current 
environment as they are less likely to be called The fund’s position in Econocom convertibles was redeemed at maturity 
Gross yield was close to % at end-March  for interest-rate sensitivity of  which has improved the portfolio’s yield/sensitivity For the sake of comparison the 
Bloomberg Euro HY index currently yields % for sensitivity of 

PORTFOLIO MANAGERS COMMENTS
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NOTICE

This information is provided for information purposes only It does not constitute all or part of a contract investment advice an investment recommendation or a solicitation to 
purchase or sell fund shares Prior to any investment it is strongly recommended that you read the detailed information contained in the regulatory documents regarding each 
fund (the prospectus fund regulations/statutes investment policy latest annual/semi-annual reports and the Key Investor Information Document �KIID�� which constitute the 
sole admissible regulatory basis for the acquisition of fund shares These documents are available free of charge in hard copy or electronic format from the fund's management 
company or its representative The return and value of the fund shares may decrease or increase and the capital may not be returned in full Market trends are not a reliable 
indicator of future market behaviour Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance Neither in any way constitute a guarantee of future performance or 
capital They take into account all fund-related costs and expenses (eg management fees) but do not take into account fees charged to the client (eg issuance costs deposit 
fees) 

Information for US persons�Pursuant to the US Securities Act of  as amended ("Securities Act of ") units or shares in this fund are not and will not be registered in 
the United States or admitted by virtue of any US law These units must be neither offered sold or transferred in the United States (including in its territories and possessions) 
nor benefit directly or indirectly a US person (as defined by Regulation S ofthe Securities Act of � or similar (such as defined in the US "HIRE"law of  March  and in 
the "FATCA"mechanism)  
Information for Luxembourgers investorsThe Fund's articles of incorporation or association the full prospectus the simplified prospectus the annual and semi-annual reports 
of each Fund may be obtained on simple request and free of charge fromCACEIS Bank Luxembourg Branch  allée Scheffer L� Luxembourg Any information for 
investors in Luxembourg pertaining to Amiral Gestion or the fund will be published in a local Luxembourger media outlet or provided by the fund marketing entity  

Information for Swiss investors�The funds of Amiral Gestion (hereinafter the "Funds") presented in this document are companies under French law This fact sheet is not an 
invitation to subscribe to any of the Funds described herein it does not replace the Fund's prospectus and is provided for information purposes only This presentation does not 
constitute advice or a recommendation to subscribe to any Fund Subscriptions shall be accepted and shares or units shall be issued only on the basis of the current version of 
the respective Fund's prospectus as approved by FINMA Any information imparted by this document is provided for information purposes only and has no contractual value 
Past performance is not an indication of future performance Furthermore the commission levied for the issue and redemption of shares or units in the respective Fund shall be 
charged in addition Amiral Gestion makes no guarantee whatsoever in respect of trends in performance and may not be held liable for any decision taken on the basis of the 
information contained in this document Investing in one or more shares or units of a Fund involves risk Amiral Gestion recommends that subscribers request additional 
information particularly with regard to the capacity of the Funds' characteristics to meet their needs by calling the Funds' representative in Switzerland as specified above 
their usual financial advisor or Amiral Gestion before deciding to invest ARM Swiss Representatives SA �Route de Cité-Ouest   Gland - Switzerland) is appointed as 
representative (the "Representative") and the payment service in Switzerland is CACEIS Bank Paris Nyon / Switzerland branch Route de Signy  CH� Nyon The Fund's 
Regulations or Articles of Association Prospectus Key Investor Information Documents and Annual and Semi-Annual Reports for Switzerland may be obtained free of charge 
from the Representative in Switzerland Investors must familiarise themselves with the prospectuses before subscribing to the shares or units of any Fund whatsoever 
Announcements intended for investors in Switzerland concerning Amiral Gestion or the Funds will be published on the electronic platform wwwfundinfocom which is 
authoritative The issue and redemption prices or the net asset values marked "exclusive of commission" will be published every day on the electronic platform 
wwwfundinfocom  

Homepage�All documents are also available atwwwamiralgestioncom 
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